
New Maths may Profit from Old Methods 

JAN VANMAANEN 

1. "A place to stand" 
Mathematics is alive. New parts of mathematics are being 
developed, most of the existing parts survive in their strug
gle for life, but evety now and then a part loses everyone's 
attention and passes into oblivion. This dynamical charac
ter of the mathematical discipline can be used to bring 
dynamics into mathematics teaching, as a way to make 
mathematics lessons lively It is clearly not the only way, 
and in the hands of a teacher who is not interested in the 
histmy of mathematics herself or himself, it may even 
have a dire effect My central theme is the following obser
vation which I made in my lessons: 

Mathematics education has a strong static, routine
like side: it teaches standard solutions to all kinds of 
problems. A look at "old methods" can help teacher 
and students evaluate theirstandar·ds, to step away fm 
a while flam "just doing mathematics" to thinking 
and speaking about what they are doing, and then to 
step back to doing, but now doing it more deliberate
ly.. Speaking like Archimedes: If you want to see 
what you ar·e doing, old methods "give you a place to 
stand". 

Such a general claim carmot go without p10of As argu
ments I shall present some of my classroom activities: fom 
stories by a mathematics teacher, three examples of the 
application of histmy to mathematics lessons at secondary 
school, and one example from a history course fm mathe
matics teachers 

The first example concerns a first year class in a Dutch 
secondary school (grade 7), with pupils aged about 11 
years, the next two examples featme classes three and fOur 
(grades 9 and 10) of the same school, and in the last exam
ple we meet a group of teachers doing a course in the his
tory of mathematics as part of a programme fm earning a 
higher degree Finally I shall state some conclusions; but 
let us now first change the scenery to a geometry lesson in 
the first year of secondary school 

2 .. Draw an angle and construct its bisector 
When we see grade 7, the first class of secondary school, 
at wmk on geometry we are innnediately confronted with 
the standards set by the local mathematical community, in 
this case by the Dutch curriculum reformers about 25 years 
ago. In 1968, that strange year of great movements, 
Euclid's Elements ceased to be the spine of the Dutch 
geometry cuniculum Its place was taken by reflection, 
rotation aud translation, a pale shadow of Klein's Erlanger 
Programm In the scheme that is used in my school there 
was no longer room for the classical constructions with 
tuler and compass, apru:t from the construction of a triangle 
when the three sides are given 

So, let's enter Class 1, at the point in the cuniculum 
where the pupils have learned an intuitive definition of 
augle, they know how to measure au augle with a protrac
tor aud they cau draw au augle of a given size. Fm them 
the problem 

.. Draw an angle and construct its bisector." 

has a standard solution: draw the augle, use the protractm 
to measure its size, and draw an angle, which has the same 
vertex aud first leg as the first augle, aud which measures a 
number of degrees that is half the number in the first augle 
At the end of the lesson in which they have carried out 
some of these constructions I tell them that in the past chil
dren leru:ned to construct the bisector in a different manner, 
and I give them a sheet with some exercises to take home 
(reproduced here in Figure 1; the Dutch miginal contained 
the drawing aud text fragment in facsimile from the 1629-
edition, a transciiption in modern chru:acters, and the fOm 
Exercises that I had added as guidelines) 

The next lesson is devoted to "Geometry according to 
Marolois" aud has a variety of ingredients One is inspec
tion of au miginal copy of Marolois' GEOMETRIE Ofte 
MEET-CONST This book, which is more thau 3 1/2 cen
turies old, circulates tluuugh the class It evokes amaze
ment tluuughout, with its printing in gothic type and its 
beautiful engravings As auothet ingredient I sketch briefly 
the life of Samuel Marolois He was born in 1572 shortly 
after his father had entigrated to the liberal Dutch Republic 
because of religious repression in France. Marolois taught 
mathematics, gave technical advice to the government, and 
wrote a number of books, which because of their illustra
tions kept their fame long after his death in 1620. 

As the main ingredient, we discuss with each other the 
wmk that pupils have done at home. Marolois' construc
tion of the bisector receives a wmm welcome Pupils think 
that it is easiet to cru:ty out, and more accmate. They had 
already noticed the differences in their answers when they 
all had measmed the same augle in their books, so the pro
tractm had caused some uncertainty "Why don't we con
struct the bisectm that way", they ask me I tell them that 
consttuctions with ruler and compass wete abandoned 
when, in 1968, the cutriculum was reformed, but that 
everyone did this constmction in the manner of Marolois 
up to 1968 and that it was taught already way before 
Marolois, by a Greek geometer called Euclid, who lived in 
Egypt 2000 years before Marolois. This astonishes them, 
and it seems to make the new consttuction even more 
attractive The only problem now, I tell them, is that for the 
time being we have to believe that the construction really 
gives the bisector, since Marolois does not prove this, and 
we have not yet proceeded so far that we cau do the proof 
now, but it will come! It is a practical solution; at the 
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Geometry according to Marolois 
The bisector 

'to cut the angle B in two equal parts ' 

c 
Fi 

A 

Marolois, GEOMETRIE Ojte MEET-CONST(Amsterdam 1629), Figure 54 
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Marolois, GEOMETRIE Ofte MEET-CONS I (Amsterdam 1629), p 7 

Translation of the text in the box: 
"The 54th Figure To cut the angle Bin two equal parts With point Bas 
centre let the arc F D be drawn; if then with centres F and D two arcs are 
made with the same width, intersecting each other in H and if BH is 
drawn, this line will cut the angle straight in the middle " 

Exercises 
1 Rewrite the text paragraph in your own words 
2 Draw an angle B of 70°, and draw the bisector of this angle in the 

manner of Marolois 

3 Draw an angle C of 180° Try to draw the bisector of this angle in the 
manner of Marolois 

4 Draw a line l with a point D on it Draw with ruler and compass a 

line through D perpendicular to l 

Figure I 
English version of the Marolois-worksheet 

moment that is the most impo;tant argument for them And 
I say that I am quite happy fm them to use the method 
now. From later work it appears that they dol 

We now change the scenery to a class which has pro
ceeded two years further, grade 9 doing algebra. 

3, Solve x 2 + 4x = 60 
When we meet Class 3 (grade 9), they are about to finish a 
chapter on quadratic equations The year before these 
pupils learned how to solve the equation which is central 
in this stmy: 

x2 + 4x = 60 

Most of them have mastered the standard solution (and all 
of them should have mastered it), which runs: write the 
equation in the form .x2 + 4x - 60 = 0, then factorize this to 
(x + IO)(x - 6) = 0, and since a product is zero if at least 
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one factor is zero you have .x = 6 or x = -10. Ready, com
pletely standard 

In the previous lessons they have also learned to master 
the case in which the factmization does not readily work 
since the discriminant is not the square of a rational num
ber They know that you have to bring such an equation 
into the fmm (x + p)2 = q2, after which you find solutions x 
= -p +f- q, and at the end this series of steps culminates in 
the treatment of the general quadtatic equation a.x2 + bx + 
c = 0. They have been taught that its solution is 
., = -b±~ , provided the discriminant b2 - 4ac is not 

'" negative, fOr in the latter case there are no solutions 
So here is the standard fm solving quadtatic equations: 

try to factmize, and if you do not succeed quickly, then use 
the so called abc-fmmula 

After this series of lessons, full of algebraic manipula
tions, I thought: it is time for some history As a starting 
point I took one of the well-known Dutch algebra text
books from the first half of the 17th century: ALGEBRA 
Qfte NIEUWE STEL-REGEL, Waer door alles ghevonden 
wordt inde WIS-KONST, wat vindtbaer is by Johan 
Stampioen (The Hague, 1639) A translation of the title 
causes a problem typical of Dutch mathematical terminolo
gy. Of course "ALGEBRA" can do without translation, 
"Ofte" means "or", "NIEUWE" means "new", but the 
word "STEL-REGEL" has no English equivalent It was 
coined by Simon Stevin, the great propagator of decimal 
fractions, who tried hard to replace foreign mathematical 
terms (that is, almost all of them) by Dutch neologisms 
For "algebra" he proposed "stelregel" or "stelkonst", 
which remained in use until the beginning of the twentieth 
century, but has now lost the struggle to "algebra" Stevin 
replaced "mathematica" by "wiskonst" (which appears 
also in Stampioen's title) or "wiskunde", which is still the 
Dutch word for mathematics. So the title of Stampioen's 
book is something like: "Algebra or new algebra, by which 
everything is found in mathematics which is findable" 

As the title shows, Stampioen (1610- c1689) had a high 
opinion of himself Some people agreed. The father of 
Christiaan Huygens, for example, asked Stampioen for 
advice about the mathematical training of young 
Christiaan. Others entered into furious debates with 
Stampioen (for details see the biography in the Dictionary 
of Scientific Biography voi. 12, pp 610-611) 

Back to Class 3 I showed them Stampioen's book, and 
handed out a paper that I had based on it It contained 

- a facsimile of part of the section in Stampioen 's 
ALGEBRA that deals with quadtatic equations; 

- an explanation of some strange 17th century ter
minology; and 

- some questions to guide the pupils when reading 
Stampioen 's text 

To give an idea what this handout looked like I reproduce 
its beginning (Figure 2), which contains two pages of 
Stampioen's book and the Dutch glossary to the text The 
Dutch handout is accompanied by an English translation of 
a large part of it, which follows on page 42 
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Start of fragment from Stampioen's ALGEBRA, pp. 43-46 

1 Chapter 

On the resolution of quadratic algebraic equations 

The equation is said to belong to the algebra of quadratics 
when 2 + 1 is equated to bare numbers, in which equations 
three sorts of cases can be noted Namely: 

l@+(j) } 
I @ - (j) equal to @ 

1 @-(j) -@ 

@ First 

Second 

Second 

For which three cases we make a general rule By which 
each of those is mathematically resolved, as follows: 

General Rule 
Take half of the (j) number, to its square add the bare num
ber, of the sum extract the square root, from the outcome 
subtract half of the (j) number (continuously paying good 
attention to the signs + and-) and there comes always the 
value of I (j) 

Example on thefirst case. 

Let I@ + 4C!J be equal to 60 Half of the (j) number is + 2 
Its squar·e +4. Thereto added the bare 60, comes 64 .. Of this 
the square root is 8, the true one, and -8, the fictitious one 
From it subtracted +2, the 1/2 of the (j) number, remains 6, 
for the ttue and -10 for for the fictitious, which both satis
fy as value of the (j) number 

Take notice 

Since the square-root of 64 is both 8 and -8 (for each of 
them, when squared, gives 64), therefore this equation has 
two sorts of values for the G) number, as above, which can 
be checked as follows: 

I (j) equal to 6 I (j) equal to -10 

I@ + 4C!J equal to 60 I@ + 4(j) equal to 60 

36 24 100 -40 
~.--' ~ 

60 60 

[examples "on the second case" and "on the third and last 
case" left out; J .v M ] 
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THE PROOF 
In order to prove this thing, so let therefore be prepared the 
square ABCD Which is cut by the lines EQ and GH paral
lel to the sides. This being so, let us suppose that the side 
AE or EF of the square AEFG does 1C!J, so its area does 
1@ If we add a rectangle of which the area is 4C!J, which 
we suppose to be EBHF, of which EB does 4 (the (j) num
ber), so EBHF IS 4C!J. Then comes for the whole rectangle 
ABHG I@ + 4C!J, which is said to be equal to 60 .. Now take 
half of EB, that is KB 2, of which the squar·e FLMN is 4. If 
the same [square] is added to gnomon KLFNIA, which is 
equal to rectangle ABHG (for reason that KH [i.e .. rectangle 
KBHI] has been taken off and added to GF, therefore 
becoming FI [i.e. rectangle GFNIJ), there comes the square 
AKMI 64. Its square-root is 8 for AK If EK 2 is subtlacted 
from it, there remains AE 6, the value of I (j) 

End of fragment from Stampioen's AI GEBRA 

In order to guide my pupils in reading this 17th century 
text I had prepared the following questions: 

I Stampioen distinguishes three types of equations (tlu·ee 
"Cases"). For each type he presents an example. First 
solve the equations in yom own way, and then see how 
Stampioen does it 

2. Does Stampioen's "General Rule" agree with yom own 
way of solving quadratic equations? 

3 For the fhst "case" I@ + 4C!J ~ 60 Stampioen on p. 46 
gives a "Proof' in which he uses a geometlical diagram 
He literally completes a square. Describe his procedure 
in your own words 

The pupils first studied these questions at home, and then, 
at school, discussed them in pairs. A plenary discussion 
followed, and the sound was the sound of surprise. The 
accessibility of the geometrical proof, as compared to its 
formal algebraic counterpart, was the main reason for this 
surprise On the other hand the weakness of the geometti
cal proof was also recognised. Since it represents numbers 
by line segments it does not allow the unknown to be nega
tive (in practice Stampioen applied without wonying the 
"Rule", which he had proved ouly for positive numbers, to 
find negative solutions) 

Another surprise was caused by the notation and the 
rhetorical phrasing of the "General Rule" Both were 
strange to these pupils who are growing up with the stan
dards of modern symbolical algebra I told them that our 
way of writing equations was inttoduced by Descartes (in a 
book that he wrote and published in the Netherlands) in 
1637, i.e two years before Stampioen published his 
Algebra, and we spoke about the advantages of Descartes' 
notation over earlier systems and over the system of 
Stampioen .. 

The realization that Starnpioen's Rule is equivalent to 
the abc-formula, since it leads to the well-known formula 
when applied to 1@+~® =-;,,gave rise to a new view 
on a thing like -6±~. Apparently this static, almost 
graphical, stlucttue of letters and other symbols could also 
be seen as a list of actions that have to be canied out: 



"Take half of the 1))-number . " And, said Janneke, one 
of the pupils, sinCe you must carry out these actions, why 
not remember them directly? We concluded that you could 
remember the "Rule" if you would also remember that you 
had to transform ax2 + bx + c = 0 to x2 + %x = -~ first 
(Janneke indeed decided to do so), but that an alternative 
was to read and remember -b±~ rather as a list of 

'" actions than as a structure of symbols 
Furthermore I told them that Stampioen had not found 

his "Rule" and geomettical proof himself. He owed much 
of his work to earlier colleagues, especially to the Atab 
mathematician Al-Khwarizmi who, about A D. 825, wrote 
a book Hisab al-jabr wa 'l-muqabala in which he gave 
mles with geomettical proofs for the solution of quadratic 
equations .. In the latin llanslation of the book (c 1140) 
"al-jabr" appeared untranslated as "algebra", which 
became the common name of the themy of equations So 
tltis one word "algebra" served as a pivot for a snapshot 
history of mathematics 

So far tltis account of histmy in an algebra lesson in Class 
3 The next section returns to the same pupils, but one year 
later, in Class 4 

4. Estimate log10 5 
What would pupils at the end of the fomth year answer to 
"Give the first three decimals of log10 5 or 10 log 5, as it is 
written in Dutch schools and in the rest of tltis section? I 
expect that most of them will be able to produce the 
"right" answer 0.699. Some of them will even be able to 
"prove" tltis by keying 10 699 into their calculator to check 
whether the outcmne is 5 01 ahnost 5 (I do not say that I 
expect tltis result, it is more a kind of hope) They have 
grown up with the axiom "What the calculator says is 
true"; further questions are superfluous and almost unethi
cal And whoever substitutes in tltis axiom "table" fm "cal
culatm" will realize that this situation is as almost as old as 
the logarithm itself The validity of the answer is based on 
trust in an external device, not on independent reasoning 
For practical pmposes I also use and teach the calculating 
machine, of course, for do not tltink that I am going to cal
culate by hand the moment when my bank account (which 
started in year 0 with 1000 guilders, or according to the 
more realistic textbooks, in the year 1953 with 25 guilders) 
will pass 1,000,000 guilders. But mathematics should go 
further than llust in a device. 

The last time that I taught the logarithm in my fomth 
class, I decided to go a bit further, and to find out, with my 
class and with the assistance of Leonhard Euler, how loga
rithms can be calculated 

The idea of consulting Euler was based on several rea
sons In the first place Euler was one of the first mathe
maticians to define the logarithm as the inverse of an expo
nential function, just as we do today. Next, it is always a 
pleasure and very rewarding to read Euler, since his writ
ings are clear, open, and tich, and he has a practical 
approach to mathematics without neglecting its principles. 
And last but not least, the relevant text "On exponential 
and logarithmic quantities" (Chapter 6 in Euler's famous 
Introductio in analysin infinitorum of 1748) is readily 

available, both in English translation [Introduction to 
Analysis of the Infinite, ttanslated by John D. Blanton, New 
York etc .. : Springer, 1988] and in a facsimile reprint of the 
1748 Latin edition [Brussels: Culture et Civilisation, 
1967] 

Euler's approach to the logarithm looks very modern 
He takes an arbittary positive constant a and says: "given a 
positive value for y , we would like to give a value fOr z, 
such that a z = y. This value of z, insofar as it is viewed as 
a function of y, is called the LOGARITHM of y" (quoted 
fwm [Euler, 1988], p .. 78) From this definition Euler 
derives the well-known mles for calculations(§ 104), like 

log vw - log v + log w, and 
log v n = n log v, 

and he notices the monotouic property of the logarithm 
(§ 106). An application is: the logarithm of the geomettical 
mean (VAB) of two numbers A and B is the arithmetical 
mean of the logarithms t (log A+ log B). He is then able to 
show how a logarithm can be approximated. His example 
is 10 log 5 Since I< 5 < 10 and x -;10 log xis monotoui
cally increasing Euler finds the following boundaries: 

0- "log I < "log 5 < "log 10- I 

Then Euler takes y'IX10"' 3 162277 , which is the geomettical 
mean between 1 and 10. Its logaritlun is t {10logl t 10 loglO) = o 5000000, 

and since vTO < 5 < 10 Euler has 

Euler repeats this procedme Now the geometrical mean is 
taken between vro and 10, which is v'VIO X 10"' 5, 63413 Its 
logarithm is t (10logvTO t 10 log 10) = 0 7500000, and since.;iO < 5 < 
v' vro X 10 Euler finds 

0 5000000 <10 log5 < 0 7500000 

And in tltis way Euler proceeds. At each step the interval 
in which 10 log 5 lies is bisected, and after a total of 22 root 
extractions in total he arrives at 10Jog 5- 0.698970. (He 
displays the results of his calculations on page 76 of 
Volume 1 of the Introductio.) In tltis manner, Euler com
ments, Briggs and Vlacq calculated their tables, but later 
on methods were found by which logarithms can be calcu
lated much quicker One of these methods uses the series 
expansion of log (I - x)/(1 + x) and is discussed by Euler 
in a later chapter of the Introductio. 

When I saw this passage in Euler I liked it as an exam
ple of good teaching. Euler does not want to use a table 
before he has explained how it was (or could have been) 
consllucted, and I decided not to use the calculator before I 
had explained to my class how you can calculate a loga
rithm yourself Besides an understanding of the basic prin
ciple 

1 
logVaXb = 2 (log a +Iogb) 

the calculation requires that you know an algorithm by 
which you can approximate square roots And happily the 
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pupils knew such an algmithm from two years before. So I 
decided to introduce Euler to my class. I told them about 
his enmmous creativity and about his effmts to standardise 
what other mathematicians had developed in the two cen
tuties before him, as he did with the logarithm of Napier 
and Briggs. I told them about the importance of the loga
rithm, and of tables of logarithms in particular, as a means 
to speed up multiplication, division, and root extraction, 
and said how Euler thought about these tables: you must 
use them, but not without knowing how they were com
posed You should base your tmst in them on your own 
independent judgement 

And there we went We discussed the passage in the 
Introductio where Euler derives the rule ,;c;:::;:b = 4 (log a+ log b) 

With some explanation the latin text, which the pupils had 
already studied at home, was clear. Then we checked the 
steps in Euler's calculation up to .j JIO x 10" 5 62, that is up 
to finding: 

0 5000000 < 10 log 5 < 0 7500000 

and then we believed that his subsequent calculations, 
which were also in theit working material, were right And 
so Euler guided us to: IOJog 5 = 0.698970 

This procedure provoked several conunents: 

Clever guy, this Euler, and honest too, since he Mites 
in such a manner that you can check what he says. Of 
course, you will never need to calculate a logarithm 
by hand, but Euler's presentation makes that you can 
tmst this man 
How strange that it is in the mathematics hours that 
we really use our knowledge of Latin 
How beautiful that old book is (indeed: if you have 
never seen it, try to find a library which has a copy of 
the 1748 edition: it is rewarding) 

How essential is history in such a lesson? Can't you teach 
the whole thing without mentioning Euler? We shall retutn 
to these questions in the final section. 

5 .. Calculate the ama of the 13·14·15 triangle 
The last example comes from the Faculty of Education of 
Utrecht Polytechnic, which offers a 2 1/2 years part-time 
programme for teachers who aheady have the lower of the 
two degrees in teaching and who want to earn the higher 
degree. As well as mathematical and educational subjects 
this programme includes a 60-hour course in the history of 
mathematics. Students are expected to increase their 
knowledge of the histmy of mathematics, and they are also 
set to develop practical skills, which include reading and 
presenting original sources and applying histmical material 
in their lessons 

The task "Reading and presenting an original mathemat
ical text" is part of the course since it combines two skills 
that are frmdamental for any historian. Without the study 
of original sources histmy degenerates to retelling second
hand stories, and only in presenting the results of the 
source study to others does one "write" histmy. For this 
task the students work together in pairs They choose a text 
from a collection of about 20 very diverse original mathe
matical documents which I have gathered together for 
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them. The collection contains short texts (e.g. Proposition 
1 of Archimedes' Measurement oja circle) and long texts 
(e.g. 20 pages from a Dutch 18th centuty textbook for sur
veyors), texts from many different periods and cultutes, 
influential texts (e .. g. sections from Euclid's Elements, 
Descartes' Giomitrie, Euler's Introductio in analysin 
infinitorum and Gauss' Disquisitiones Arithmetiwe) and 
forgotten texts (e.g a "try to discover the mistake" pam
phlet printed in Vienna, 1850), and the texts cover a wide 
range of mathematical subjects (algebra, classical con
struction geometry, coordinate geometry, quadrature, early 
calculus, exponential and logruithmic functions, number 
theory and several other subjects) The pairs are asked to 
give a talk of half an hour which concentrates on the con
tents of the text, but which also gives some information 
about the text (where and how does it fit into the histmy as 
a whole, why and by whom was it written, in what sense 
was it important, . ) . Through a plenary discussion, in 
which I also participate (and sometimes rather substantial
ly), the students add the results of the interpretation of the 
text to their knowledge. In this sense the group is partly 
autodidactical. 

The problem that I want to discuss here stems from such 
a presentation text The whole text is a selection of four 
pages from a Dutch manuscript on practical geometry 
(Leiden University Library, Dept. of Western Manuscripts, 

Figure 3 



BPL 1013), written about 1623 by Frans van Schooten, 
who taught at the Leiden Engineering School and whose 
courses in the vernacular were influential in The 
Netherlands .. One of the sons of Van Schooten, another 
Frans van Schooten, succeeded his father in 1646 and 
earned himself some reputation as the great propagator of 
Descartes' geometry 

One of the problems in Van Schooten 's text, represented 
here with the facsimile in Figme 3, and with an English 
translation of the text, concerns a 13-14-15 triangle of area 
1000 The sides and angles of the triangle are asked for. In 
the translation abbreviations have been preserved: differ 
for difference, squa for square and perp or perpen for per
pendicular 

Start of translation of the Dutch text in Figure 3 

"I he content of this triangle ABC is 1000 arcs and the sides 

AB: AC and BC are proportioned to each other as 13 14 a.nd 15, 

One asks the length of these sides and the angles of the Triangle 

15 DE 15 DE 

Basis C E _li DC __l3_DC 14 Ba.sis CE 

14 -- 28 sum -- 2 differ comes HE - _1_ difference 

Rest 1Q CH 

5 CF 

Multip 14 Basis CE 

by __Q_ Half of the perp D F 25 square CF 

comes 84 triangle CD E 169 square CD 

1[44 square DF 

.!1_2_ perpen DF 

Content DCE squa DF Content ABC 

84-- 144-- 1000 comes 17[14[28[57 @ square BG 

perpe~n DF perp BG 

12-- 4140@ 

sides 

CD 13 ) 

DE 14 

EF 15 

4[ 1[ 4[ 0 @ perpel:t BG 

comes side I 
AB 44 85@ 

AC 48,30@ 

BC 51 75@ 

End of translation 

How would we solve this problem nowadays? Students 
presenting this text said that they would first calculate the 
area of a triangle of sides 13, 14 and 15 (in Van Schooten's 
drawing in the top right corner) using their standard 
method, i.e. applying the law of cosines It yields cos C = 

5{13, and consequently CF = 5 and DF = 12, where DF is 
the perpendicular in t;D EF 

There were at least two different standard methods in the 
past. One, which was standard at least in medieval Islamic 
mathematics, was to first calculate the area of the 13-14-15 
triangle with the help of Heron's rule ' v' s( s - a) ( s - b)( s - c) 
(in wbichs is the semi-perimeter of the triangle). From A and 
the base CE = 14 the height DFwould follow inunediately 

Van Schooten used yet another method for calculating 
the height D F, and my students had to find out how and 
why it w01ked One of them presented the following expla
nation. In the little triangle CED in the top right corner 
there is a point H on CE, and HE is calculated from the 
propOitionality 

CE DE-DC 
DE+DC HE 

Everything in this propoitionality is known, apart from 
HE, which therefore can be determined: HE = 4 (by the 
way, in the text the proportionality is expressed in the "rule 
of three" language, which my students knew from an earli
er lesson) But how then is this point H defined? The clue 
is in the calculation which follows directly after HE was 
found The next steps are CH = CE- HE = 14- 4 = 10 and 
CF = 5 There is no indication how CF = 5 relates to CH = 
10, but the little triangle clearly suggests that His drawu 
so as to make CF and FH equal, that is: an isosceles trian
gle t;CDH is constructed within !;CDF (see Figme 4) 

\G 

D 

CE _DE-DC 
Figure 4: DE+ DC - HE 

Fmthermore the terms DE + DC and DE - DC in the pro
pottionality have a natmal interpretation in the diagram. 
For, constiuct the circle with centre D and radius DC 
First, it will pass through H since DC = DH Secondly, it 
will intersect the side DE in a point I such that EI = DE -
DC And finally it will intersect ED prolonged in a point G 
such that EG = DE + DC And, behold, there are similar 
triangles 

t;CEG - /IJEH 

from which the propOitionality follows directly One detail 
is still to be verified, of course (viz L' G1 = L' H1), but that 
goes smoothly. It is even quicker~ I rematked in the discus
sion, to use the theorem that for any line through E that 
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intersects the circle in points P 1 and P2 (which may coin
cide in P, in which case the line EP is tangent to the circle) 
the product P1 x P2 is constant. The proportionality is now 
straightforward, since the theorem yields EH x EC = EI x 
EG where EI = DE- DC and EG = DE+ DC. Apart from 
some students who were in secondary school before 1968 
(late vocations) no one knew the theorem 

What does history provide in this case? 
Students report that they find it a difficult but very inter

esting puzzle, first to find out what the handwritten text 
says and then what Van Schooten meant and why it 
worked .. So, at any rate history may provide an interesting 
puzzle .. Frnthermore such a problem makes students aware 
that methods and standards are changing. Most teachers 
know, at least theoretically, that there may be many differ
ent solutions to one and the same problem, but seldom do 
they have to analyze this phenomenon so consciously. In 
this sense history stresses the dynantical character of math
ematics, and it ttains teachers to be open-minded. History 
shows that mathematics can be presented in different ways 
and designs. Van Schooten had an artist illustrating his 
text. After many church towers and mountain peaks this 
unknown artist (maybe Van Schooten's brother loris, who 
was a well-known painter, but about 1620 there were other 
successful artists living at Leiden, one of whom was 
Rembrandt) could not rein in his creative energy when the 
text changed from calculating heights and distances to 
more theoretical problems That is also a thing that history 
can provide: amazing examples, mathematics with a differ
ent outlook 

6 .. Conclusion 
To guide the evaluation of the material discussed above I 
shall trnn the title of this article into a question: "May new 
maths profit from old methods?" 

In my opinion all four examples present arguments for a 
positive answer .. Excitement, enthusiastic pupils and stu
dents, a fresh look at everyday things, a stimulus for a dis
cussion about standards, cross-cmricular work, puzzles: if 
old methods have these effects I tend to say that they are 
profitable for new maths .. Often present-day methods are 
handier and quicker, but exactly that can also be very dis
appointing for pupils Their own solutions to problems are 
not always the handiest and quickest, and the knowledge 
that there is no royal road to mathematical truth may com
fort them. 
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Of course, a question that starts with "May .. " easily 
admits a positive answer. What then about a sharpened 
version of the question as posed by Hans Freudenthal In 
1977, in a lecture ["Should a mathematics teacher know 
something about the history of mathematics", For the 
Learning of Mathematics Vol 2 No 1 (July 1981) pp 
30-33] he asked: "Can we instil into "inhuman" mathe
matics more humanity by convincing the learner that math
ematics has been conceived by men " and added doubt
fully "or wouldn't it be a shorter way, a stronger proof to 
have some mathematics they are really concerned with 
recreated by the students themselves?" Provocatively 
Freudenthal went on to say that for language students 
knowledge of historical grannnar "could be useful to stu
dents who aspire to more profound linguistic understand
ing But Sanscrit as a precondition for studying modem 
languages was abolished quite a time ago at Ernopean uui
versities " 

This way of stating the question suggests that there is a 
royal road to learuing mathematics, and already the diver
sity of huge ICME congresses shows that such a road does 
not exist. Active leru:ners, who achieve their· learning in a 
good balance between efforts and results, is what teachers 
want (at least I hope that I am not the only one to say so), 
and if these learners bring happy faces into the classroom, 
even better Having students recreate mathematics they are 
really concerned with can work out perfectly well. Doing 
games or concentrating on the applications are other ways 
to make mathematics atttactive. And old methods may add 
flavom as well, as I hope to have shown History is not a 
precondition for learning mathematics, it is a valuable 
help, and, just as with the "doing games" approach, it may 
be effective in the hands of one teacher and completely 
unsuitable for the colleague next door 

Behind any door, though, one should consider it as a 
possibility. And it is time that educational research be done 
in order to find out what the effects may be of using histo
ry in teaching mathematics It is a good start that, 
at ICME-8 in Seville, the International Commission 
on Mathematical Instruction (ICMI) decided that "The 
role of history in teaching and learning mathematics" 
will be the theme for the next ICMI Study. The Discus
sion Document for this study is now available in a 
number of jornnals and also via the Web, at http://www 
math rug.nl/indvHPs/Maanen.html#dd, and in French at 
http:ffwww-leibniz .imag fr/DDM/ICMI .httnl 


